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Mikes Peak Ridges Loop ………………………………..…….…………….3rd June
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Bush Dance…………………………………………………………………….9th June
60s Party ………………………………………………………………………15th June
Back of Finch Hatton…………………………………………………………17th June
General Meeting ………………………………………….……………….....20th June
Mt Tanya ……………………………………………………...……….……….24th June
McBride’s Point ……………………………………..…..………...……….…..1st July
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From the Editor
It was disappointing this month to have Rescue Ridge cancelled but we don’t really expect that much rain in May.
June has some great walks planned and Dan will warm us all up with a lively 60s party. For anyone who hasn’t
attended one of Dan’s parties they are enormous fun and everyone has a great time. So come along and enjoy
yourselves.
I have spoken to Denis and he and Romaine are settling well into their new life in Tassie and enjoying a fire every
night! Brrr.
Michelle Davidson an ex club member is having a bush dance to celebrate her 50th birthday and has invited all
bushwalkers along. Unfortunately it clashes with the Denison Creek camp but I will attach the invitation to the end
of the newsletter for anyone who is not attending the camp.
Don’t be shy with sending me photos or trip reports to include in the newsletter – the more input it has from people
the more interesting it is to read!
Keep warm everyone and enjoy the month.

Items for the next newsletter
should be sent to
jennywooding@dodo.com.au
prior to 22nd June

Our Publicity Officer is Rob Kollin
robertskool@qld.chariot.net.au
Please email Rob any photos you think would
look good in the newspaper.

Distance
S = short – under 5km
M = medium – 5-10km
L = long – over 10km

Key to Walks Grading System
Terrain

1-3 = Graded or open terrain, no scrub
4-7 = Bush, minor scrub, rainforest,
Rocks, creeks, rockhopping, scrambling
8-10 = Bush as above + thick scrub, major rock
Scrambling using hands, technical

Terrain

1-3 = Easy, suitable for beginners
4-7 = Medium, reasonable fitness required
8-10 = Hard, strenuous, fit walkers only

Future Events
Please contact the leader to nominate for all walks
Mikes Peak Ridges Loop
Sunday 3rd June
Leader: Garry Hendicott 49440236
Depart: 6:00am
Journey: 240kms $24.00
Map Ref: Mirani 2nd Ed 626 263
Grade: M67
Estimated walking time: 6 hours Total of all
uphill sections: 300m Pace: average Terrain:
very uneven, hidden obstacles underfoot, lots
of up and very steep descents in places
Vegetation: open scrub, very long spear grass
Expect: Long grass all day, trip hazards and
obstacles hidden in grass underfoot, limited

shade, no water, some scrambling across
gullies.
This will be a somewhat tougher than usual
walk due to the terrain, long grass and hidden
obstacles. Once up on the ridges there are no
shortcuts back. Total walk distance is about
7kms and the vast majority of it is in long grass
with the potential for stumbles under every
step.
The walk will start from the Mt Adder Road in
Homevale NP, near the turnoff to The Arch.
Beginning with a 1.5km cross country bash
over and through various gullies to the base of
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a ridge which we will then follow up to the
summit of Mikes Peak (655m high) for an early
lunch. We will return via an alternate 2km long
snaking ridge, narrow in places with a steep
descent at the end (tough on the knees),
followed by another similar cross country bash
back to the cars. Time permitting we may get
the chance to explore another rock formation
on the way back.
The reward for this slog will be spectacular
views of the features of Homevale NP from
various points along the ridges, you will get to
see, Sydney Heads, The Marling Spikes,
Clarkes Pinnacle, The Bluff, Diamond Cliffs, Mt
Britton and peer through the eye of The Arch
from above.
It is essential you bring sufficient water and
food to enable walking the entire day in the
open sun.

Please phone early to book leaving your
phone number.
Numbers may have to be limited due to
availabity of 4WD vehicles. Book no later than
Sunday 3rd June
Call Coral or Frances if you would like
further information.

Midyear- 60,s throwback Party
Friday15th June
Address: Unit 1/8 Jubilee Street.
Dan has organised a midyear party at his place
on Friday night the 15th June commencing 66.30 pm. Please bring a main or a desert and
your own drinks. This will have a sixties
throwback theme. We do that well. Enjoy the
company, music and dancing.
Ahhhhh the sixties, remember the music, the
fashions-mismatched patterns, bell bottom
jeans, paisley prints, hippies, hula hoops, bean
bag chairs, pogo sticks.
So bring a main or dessert, your own drinks
and yourselves. If you don’t want to go theme
that is perfectly fine. Contact me either email
dan.mckinlay@mackay.qld.gov.au or phone
0409057494 or home 49534249 re your
attendance and confirming what food you are
bringing. If you have not attended one of these
before they are very enjoyable, newcomers are
very welcome.

Denison Creek
Sat 9th to Mon 11th June
Leaders: Coral Morgan
49578474
Frances Eiteneuer 49576028
Depart: 7 am
Journey: 180 km $ 18.00
This will be a CAR BASED CAMP, accessed
through a private property located behind the
Retreat Hotel, off the Peak Downs
Highway. The track in is only suitable for 4WD
vehicles. It is a stipulation that we travel
together when arriving and departing.
Day one: Jubilee Falls M65
Two years ago, on the Queen's Birthday
holiday we came across these falls by chance
when making a mistake on an exploratory walk
- hope we can find them again.
Day Two: Kilimanjaro Falls M88
Map Ref: 799323 New Mirani map
We follow Denison Creek up and turn into a
dramatic and challenging gorge in West
Denison to reach these falls. If a group is able
to exit the gorge and cross over into North
Denison and have the opportunity of returning
via a spectacular series of cascading waterfalls.
This could be a long day so we will stay
overnight and ENJOYING the five star camp
site and campfire and return home on
Monday. We could do an optional walk on the
way home but must all leave the property
together.

Back of Finch Hatton
Sunday 17th June
Leaders: Peter and Wendy Bennett 4954
342
Depart:
7:00am
Journey:
130km $13.00
Map Ref:
Mirani 703607
Grade:
S55
Estimated walking time: 4 hours Total of all
uphill sections: 250mPace: slow to average
Terrain: very uneven terrain Vegetation: open
forest Expect: some steep slopes, long grass
The walk will start at the Finch Hatton water
tank and will take us to the top of a ridge. There
will be plenty of rests in suitable areas to
admire the views down into the Pioneer Valley
and east to the coast and the pace will be as
easy as we need it to be. Lunch will be enjoyed
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at the top of a great vantage point at the top of
the ridge, and the trip home will be downhill.
The day will not be too demanding, but all
morning we will be working our way uphill.
Please bring water and food for the whole day

This is located at the headwaters of Black
Waterhole Creek. A short but stiff and rough
climb will bring us to the rim of the range,
where an elongated rocky outcrop is located.
This feature, dubbed Mt Tanya,
is easily visible from Mackay, as one drives
South along Paradise St. Early morning is best,
as the sun catches the rocks on the skyline. Be
self-sufficient with lunch and drinking water for
the full day.

Induction 6.45pm/ General Meeting 7.30pm
Wednesday 20th June
Downstairs room, Mackay Family Care and
Community Support Association Centre 60
Wellington Street, Mackay. Newcomers and
visitors welcome. Induction by Dan and Kathy

McBride’s Point, Ball Bay
Sunday 1st July
Leader: Kathy Cant 4952 2269
Depart: 7am
Journey: $10
Grade: S44
Estimated walking time: 3hours Total All
Uphill sections:100m Vegetation: some minor
scrub Expect: Some branches across track.
We will commence the walk at Halliday Bay
and follow the track up to the lookout rock for
views of Cape Hillsborough and Ball Bay. We
will leave the track on the way down to then
follow a small gully down to the headland
before making our way back to the beach. Our
return journey back to Halliday Bay will be
hampered by numerous dead trees across the
old track.

Mt Tanya
Sunday 24th June
Leader: Dan McKinlay 49534249 Mob
0409057494
Depart: 7am
Journey: 140km $14.00
Map Ref: New Mirani 058 377
Grade: S74
Estimated walking time: 5 hours Total of all
uphill sections: 220m Pace: medium Terrain:
very uneven Vegetation: (on flat) possibly
overgrown with weeds and long grass, (on
slopes) grass, grasstrees, lantana, scrub and
vines (on top) rocks. Expect: steep scrambles
and panoramic views to Mackay and beyond.
We will drive over Eton Range and turn off to
"Hogan's Pocket", site of new Mackay City
Dump.

Previous Activities
Black’s Creek
Sunday 29th April
It was not only members of our club who were drawn to Black’s Creek on a fine Sunday in late April. By
the time eighteen of us arrived at the starting point on a grassy area above a sandy reach of the creek,
several families were enjoying breakfast at their campsite. After an easy drive from town and a rendezvous with three other walkers along the way, we were ready to set off by about 8.30 am. When our
leader, Frances, mentioned snakes, feral pigs and barbed wire, some newcomers may have reviewed
their expectations of a relaxing day.
The early part of the walk upstream proved challenging with lantana bushes blocking our way, but it
soon became easier and we made good progress along cowpads and fairly level country to reach our
favourite fig tree. Before morning tea was enjoyed, we went through the ritual of a tree-hugging photo
opportunity.
As we continued on our path along the creek, roots, slippery sections and fallen trees made us work for
our lunch, but the beauty of the creek and the surrounding forests, pine trees, sand banks, and bird
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calls made it all worthwhile. Three people settled in the shade along the bank ready for an early lunch
while the rest of us continued for a further 20 minutes before returning through the sand and pebbles.
The bush was alive with butterflies and a yellow bellied black snake was noticed. The trip downstream
was executed carefully and afternoon tea was taken on a shady log overlooking an inviting swimming
hole. Clive, Fran and Kate accepted the invitation while the rest of us laughed over tales of lost and
found equipment on this and other walks. The cars were reached at about 3.15 pm, concluding a great
day in the bush. We all had a good workout as nearly 10 kms were covered, and it wasn’t all easy.
Something must be said about the fact that Black’s Creek
always seems to bring out some surprisingly creative
behaviour. A few years ago Cheryl and another club member,
travelling out from town on a Sunday morning to join those
already at the Black’s Beach campsite, found a new route to
take which involved following the Oakenden main channel and
provided a view of North Eton in the distance. It also
necessitated an embarrassing visit to a farmhouse for
reorientation advice.
On another outing to Black’s Creek on a particularly hot day, Therese, Wendy and I enjoyed our swim
so much that we decided to stay in the creek for the entire return journey. I fared quite well, but my two
short friends had water up to their armpits for a lot of the walk.
All of these previous acts were outclassed on the most recent Black’s Creek walk, however. Fran and
Kate decided to take turns at floating downstream. When one of them was in the water, the other
walked along the track burdened with both backpacks. We were all envious of the one being carried
along by the current. Clive provided us all with plenty of entertainment when he demonstrated how to
leap across a sandy gully in the least graceful manner – yet another creative endeavour.
Thanks, Frances, for once again sharing with us this special area that you know so well, and to
everyone else for the pleasant company. We were even lucky with the weather which turned on ideal
walking conditions.
Carole
South Molle Camp
5th – 7th May
South Molle Island proved once again to be a stunning destination for a long weekend camp. The very
early start on the Saturday morning was well worth it as we were on the island by 7.30am.
The walking was very enjoyable both on and off track and the views sensational. The weather was
great and the company even better. Thanks to everyone who came along and made it such a fun
weekend. I hope to see you all over there again sometime.
Jenny
**********************************************************************************
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Straight up from the campsite!

It’s hard going
without
breakfast!

Battling the Grass trees!

Home to Bed

What are
you all
looking at!

South
Molle

Delicious

May 2012
Peek a Boo

Of Course We can walk over there

Of Course we can walk over to there!
More rocks to explore

Now that’s Pretty

Look who’s trying to hide
Very Interesting!.

